A computer simulation of free-range exercise in the laboratory.
We present a technique for simulating dynamic field (free-range) exercise, using a novel computer-controlled cycle ergometer. This modified cycle ergometer takes into account the effect of friction and aerodynamic drag forces on a 70-kg cyclist in a racing position. It also affords the ability to select different gear ratios. We have used this technique to simulate a known competition cycle route in Cape Town, South Africa. In an attempt to analyze the input stimulus, in this case the generated power output of each cyclist, eight subjects cycled for 40 min at a self-selected, comfortable pace on the first part of the simulated route. Our results indicate that this exercise input excites the musculocardiorespiratory system over a wide range of power outputs, both in terms of amplitude and frequency. This stimulus profile thereby complies with the fundamental requirement for nonlinear (physiological) systems analysis and identification. Through a computer simulation, we have devised a laboratory exercise protocol that not only is physiologically real but also overcomes the artificiality of most traditional laboratory exercise protocols.